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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this paper is to explore foreign flexible warship initiatives and to 
summarize and analyze key applications that could help the U.S. Navy in making 
decisions for future flexible warships. Flexibility initiatives from the following six 
countries were explored: Germany, Denmark, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, 
Italy, and France.  
 

The advent of flexibility in the design and construction of foreign warships began in the 
late 1970s with the introduction of the first major success in military ship Open Systems 
Architecture (OSA) which is the German MEKO® program. The MEKO program 
initially created two hull forms which utilized modular weapon systems that today have 
evolved into a family of warships that are currently delivered in 11 different 
configurations. MEKO ships currently support foreign Navies in 12 countries.  In the 
1980s the Danish STANFLEX program incorporated modular mission capability into 
standardized payload containers to support eight separate missions. The StanFlex payload 
system has been integrated on nine Danish ship classes.  
 

Concepts from the MEKO and StanFlex programs have expanded to the adoption of 
Flexibility in foreign navies around the world. In 2007 the Netherlands began producing 
Ships using a Ship Integrated Geometrical Modularity Approach (SIGMA) using block 
modules which allow ship construction in multiple configurations. The U.K. is using 
modular payloads for the Type 26 Global Combat Ship which is scheduled for delivery in 
2021. New warships are also under development for the Italian and French Navies which 
include the modular approach to mission payloads. At the 2012 International Quality & 
Productivity Center (IQPC) Surface Warships conference, consensus was reached that 
there are many benefits to flexible and adaptive ship designs. 
 

Flexible applications from foreign navies were analyzed for possible adoption by the U.S. 
Navy for future surface combatants. The benefits of flexibility are discussed and key 
decision drivers analyzed to help translate these approaches into strategies that will work 
within the current acquisition environment in the U.S. Navy.  
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